
“English” tour Bach stream and then to Kleinhesseloher See, passing the 
Isarring on the way. Follow signs for the  7  Chinesischen 
Turm (Chinese Tower). You might like to take a detour to visit  
the Hirschau beer garden and the Seehaus (lake house) by 
Kleinhesseloher See.

View of the Müllersches Volksbad from Ludwigsbrücke

TIP: The 8  Monopteros offers a view of the Old Town skyline.

The cycle path will take you towards the city centre. After around 
500 metres, just before Eisbachbrücke, take a left and follow 
the narrow cycle path that runs parallel to the stream.

At the end of the park, turn right onto Prinzregentenstraße. 
The bridge offers the best view of the river surfers on the  
9  Eisbachwelle (Eisbach wave). Continue along Prinzregen- 

tenstraße past the Haus der Kunst art gallery and on to the  
corner of Königinstraße. Here, cross at the pedestrian cros-
sing and head along the cycle path to 10  Hofgarten, with 
Hofgarten Temple at its centre.

Then cycle along Hofgartenstraße to 11  Odeonsplatz. From 
there, head left onto Residenzstraße and go straight on until 
you arrive back at Marienplatz.

TIP: Touch the noses of the lions’ at the entrance to the  
Residenz for good luck!

Englischer Garten with Monopteros temple

Route length: approx. 15 km
Duration: approx. 2 hours

A pleasant cycling tour down the Isar River to the Aumeister 
beer garden and through the Englischer Garten back to  
Marienplatz.

This tour begins under the arch of the Altes Rathaus on 
1  Marienplatz.

Head through the Tal to Isartor, and then straight on and 
across 2  Ludwigsbrücke. The Deutsches Museum can be 
seen on one of the Isar River islands on the right hand side. 
Turn sharply round to the right after crossing the river, 
then under the bridge and straight on, following the Isar 
River cycling route downriver and passing the Müller’sches 
Volksbad pool.  

You can see the 3  Maximilianeum, seat of the Bavarian 
state parliament, and the 4    Friedensengel monument on 
the right. Continue through Herzogpark and on to 5  Ober-
föhring weir on the Isar River. At the weir, cycle right and 
continue out of the city along the central Isar canal, until you 
reach the wooden 6  St. Emmeram bridge.

Cross the bridge and head through the Englischer Garten, 
following signs for “Aumeister”. Cycle along the Schwabinger 9 
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